[Transmission and exchange of genetic information during bacterial conjugation in ground-based simulations of the factors of orbital flight].
Control laboratory experiments on bacterial conjugation under simulated spaceflight conditions were performed with the use of new equipment (bioreactor RECOMB-2 and container BIOMAGNISTAT) within the RSA-NASA science program. External parameters were selected and the plan of simulation of a space experiment was verified to ensure high efficiency of the conjugative transfer of chromosomal and plasmid DNA and storage of hybrids on the ground. Genetic analysis of conjugative hybrids E. coli supported the hypothesized possibility of transfer of a whole bacterial chromosome during conjugation that will lead to relative stabilization of the diploid state. Earlier this hypothesis was used to interpret results of experiments performed on MIR in 1992-1993. Hence, the ground laboratory investigations proved the conclusion about high probability of transfer of large fragments or even a whole chromosome during space flight. Screening of the geomagnetic field by BIOMAGNISTAT increases the probability of conjugative contacts between cells and is likely to slightly inhibit the processes of recombination.